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Download the reports for the Mass Airflow Sensor Mass AirFlow Sensor used to find out the rate of mass airflow entering the fuel-injected internal combustion engine. Air mass information is needed for the engine control unit (ECU) to balance and deliver the correct fuel mass to the engine. The air changes its density as
it expands and contracts with temperature and pressure. In automotive applications, air density varies depending on the ambient temperature, altitude and use of forced induction, which means that mass flow sensors are more suitable than volume flow sensors to determine the amount of air inlet air at each piston
impact. (See stoihiometry and the perfect law of gas.) There are two common types of mass airflow sensors that are used on car engines. It's a van counter and hot wire. None of the projects use technologies that directly measure air mass. However, with additional sensors and input, the electronic engine control unit can
detect a massive load of incoming air. Both approaches are used almost exclusively on electronic fuel injection (EFI) engines. Both sensors design a 0.0?5.0 volt signal output or pulse width modulation (PWM), which is proportional to the air mass flow speed, and both sensors have an air temperature sensor (IAT)
included in their hulls. When MAF is used in conjunction with an oxygen sensor, the ratio of air to fuel engine can be controlled very accurately. The MAF sensor provides an open-cycle controller with predicted air flow information (measured airflow) in the ECU, and the oxygen sensor provides closed loop feedback to
make minor adjustments to the projected air mass. Also see the MAP sensor. Download reports for mass Airflow Sensor Air Air sensors, measuring either the volume or mass of air flowing through the channel. In the car, the main use of the airflow sensor is to determine the amount of air involved in the engine through
the consumption of variety. There are several types of airflow sensors: air flow sensors that measure the impact of air travel on a wheel or a deflecting plate, mass air flow sensors that measure the mass of air when it passes through a sensor, Karman Vortex sensors that measure air speed by measuring turbulence, and
MEMS devices that work in the same way as mass airflow devices. As the load on the internal combustion engine varies, it is necessary to determine how much air enters the cylinders to determine how much fuel to enter and how to regulate Engine. Since the stoichiometry of air fuel response depends fundamentally on
the mass (proportionate to the number of molecules) of air, rather than on volume, the use of mass airflow sensors (MAFs) is much more widespread, although MEMS devices may eventually replace traditional MAFs because of their smaller profile. Vane Air Stream Meters First First sensors appearing in cars measured
the deviation of a plate placed in the air flow trajectory. The compensation plate on the hinge swings backwards when more air passes through and deviates from the measuring plate. This plate is attached to the potentiometer, which sends back the voltage to the ECU. Mechanically, this is not a very effective method
because it limits the amount of air that can enter the entry chamber, and the potentiometer on the measuring plate will lose accuracy over time. This method does not take into account the temperature of the air, so the exact air mass would be impossible to find. Karman Vortex This sensor detects airflow speed by
tracking the frequency of artificially induced turbulence using optical or ultrasonic sensors. ECM combines this frequency with air temperature measurements to calculate the mass flow of air. The optical sensor reflects light from the LED or ultrasonic emitter from the reflective surface (which fluctuates proportionally to the
vortexes in the air) to the photodiode or to the receiver directly, and this signal is sent back to the ECU to calculate the volume of air. Either a barometer or an air temperature sensor can be used to allow ECU to determine the mass of air. Unlike heated MAFs, Karman Vortex meters (except for those that use LEDs) are
more reliable because the ultrasonic wave penetrates the dirt and pollutants. Massive airflow meters (hot and cold wire) The most common structures use thin rubber wire (usually platinum) that hangs down in the air flow. This wire is heated to a certain temperature, usually 100 degrees Fahrenheit above the ambient
temperature detected by the Air Temperature Sensor (IAT). As the air moving through the sensor cools the hot wire, the stream flows through the wire. This current is detected by a sensor, which then transmits this information to the ECM. Because this wire can collect contaminants, modern hot wire maFs include a
combustion function that heats the element above normal operating temperature to burn any contaminants that are collected on the sensor. The new BMW will feature this installation, unlike the MAP (Manifold Absolute Pressure) installations that were previously shown when the efficient engine dynamics began
production. Hot film sensors work in a very similar way, but the sensor sends frequency to the ECU instead of the current reading. Other types of mass airflow sensors include cold wire sensors (which detect different circuit induction connected to the thought of metal bands that vibrate as air passes by) and membrane
sensors (devices that use the temperature of the heated membrane to detect airflow in the same way as the hot wire sensor). Membrane sensors are similar to hot wire MAFs in that they use a heating element. Sensor detects detects temperature on each side of the item, and sends this information back to the ECU. A
big advantage in using this sensor instead of a wire or film MAF is that membrane sensors can be manufactured in smaller sizes, meaning that there is less air blocking and increased performance. The membrane airflow sensor Karman Vortex sensor Mass Air Flow Sensor This article has several problems. Please help
improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these template messages) This article may require cleaning up in accordance with Wikipedia quality standards. The cause of the cleanup is not specified. Please help improve this article if you can. (November 2009) (Learn how
and when to delete this template message) This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Mass Flow Sensor - News Newspaper Book Scientist JSTOR (November 2009) (Learn
how and when to delete this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this message pattern) the airflow mass sensor mass (air) flow sensor (MAF) is a sensor used to determine the speed of mass air flow entering the internal combustion engine injected by fuel. Air mass information is needed for the engine
control unit (ECU) to balance and deliver the correct fuel mass to the engine. The air changes its density with temperature and pressure. In automotive applications, air density varies depending on the ambient temperature, altitude and use of forced induction, which means that mass flow sensors are more suitable than



volume flow sensors to determine the amount of air in each cylinder. There are two common types of mass airflow sensors that are used on car engines. It's a van counter and hot wire. None of the projects use technologies that directly measure air mass. However, with additional sensors and inputs, the ECU engine can
determine the speed of mass air flow entering. Both approaches are used almost exclusively on electronic fuel injection (EFI) engines. Both sensor designs output a 0.0-5.0 volt or pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal that is proportional to the speed of air mass flow, and both sensors have an air temperature sensor (IAT)
included in their dwellings for most post-board diagnostics (OBDII) vehicles. Vehicles could have MAF without IAT until 1996. An example is the 1994 Infiniti No45. When the MAF sensor is used in conjunction with the oxygen sensor, the ratio of air to fuel You can control very accurately. The MAF sensor provides an
open-cycle controller with predicted air flow information (measured airflow) in the ECU, and the oxygen sensor provides closed loop feedback to make minor adjustments to the projected air mass. Also see a multi-face information sensor for absolute pressure pressure sensor). Moving vane meter Consumption Air
consumption flap type flowmeter VAF (air flow volume) sensor measures the flow of air into the engine with spring air loading vane (flap/door) attached to the variable resistor (potentiometer). The van moves in proportion to the airflow. The voltage is applied to the potentiometer and the voltage appears at the outlet
terminal of the potentometer in proportion to the corner that rotates in the van, or the movement in the van can directly regulate the amount of fuel injected, as in the K-Jetronic system. Many VAF sensors have an air fuel adjustment propeller that opens or closes a small air passage on the side of the VAF sensor. This
propeller controls the air-fuel mixture, allowing a dosed amount of airflow past the air valve, thereby leaning or about the richer mixture. Turning the screw clockwise the mixture is enriched and the counterclockwise mixture tilts. The van moves because of the force of airflow resistance against him; it does not directly
measure volume or mass. The strength of resistance depends on the density of the air (air density, in turn, depends on the temperature of the air), the speed of the air and the shape of the van, see the resistance equation. Some VAF sensors include an additional in-let air temperature sensor (IAT sensor) to allow ECU
engines to calculate air density and fuel delivery accordingly. The approach of the vane meter has some drawbacks: it limits the air flow that limits the output of the engine its moving electrical or mechanical contacts can wear to find a suitable installation space in a limited motor compartment problematic the van should
be oriented against gravity. some manufacturers also had fuel pump control as part of the internal VAF wiring. The Hot Wire Sensor (MAF) of the hot wire mass airflow sensor detects the mass of air entering the engine air intake system. The theory of the mass air flow sensor of hot wire is similar to the theory of hot wire
anemometer (which determines the speed of air). This is achieved by heating the wire suspended in the air stream of the engine, like a wire toaster, by applying a constant voltage over the wire. The electrical resistance of the wire increases as the temperature of the wire increases, which alters the electrical current
passing through the chain, in accordance with the Om's law. When the air flows past the wire, the wire cools, reducing its resistance, which in turn allows more current to flow through the chain, since the power voltage is constant. As the current flow increases, the wire temperature increases until the resistance reaches
equilibrium again. Current increase or decrease in proportion to the mass of air flowing past An integrated electronic circuit converts a proportional dimension into a calibrated signal sent to ETS. If air density increases due to increased pressure or reduced temperature, but the volume of air remains constant, the denser
the air air Remove more heat from the wire indicating a higher mass flow of air. Unlike the meter paddle sensing element in the van, the hot wire responds directly to air density. The capabilities of this sensor are well suited to support the process of combustion of gasoline, which fundamentally responds to the air mass,
rather than the volume of air. (See stoihiometry.) This sensor sometimes uses a screw mixture, but this screw is completely electronic and uses a variable resistor (potentiometer) instead of an air bypass screw screw. The screw needs a bigger turn to achieve the desired results. Some of these sensors use a hot wire
cleaning scheme. The combustion relay applies high current through the platinum hot wire after the vehicle is turned off for a second or so, thereby burning or evaporating any contaminants that are stuck on the platinum hot wire element. The hot film MAF sensor works somewhat similar to the hot wire MAF sensor, but
instead it usually displays a frequency signal. This sensor uses hot mesh film instead of hot wire. It is commonly found in the late 1980s and early 1990s by fuel-sedated vehicles. The output rate is directly proportional to the air mass entering the engine. Because the mass flow increases the same frequency. These
sensors tend to cause recurrent problems due to internal electrical failures. The use of an oscilloscope is highly recommended to check the frequency of withdrawal of these sensors. Frequency distortion is also common when the sensor starts to fail. Many technicians in this area use a tap test with very convincing
results. Not all HFM systems are removing frequency. In some cases, this sensor works by displaying a normal signal of different voltage. Some of the advantages of hot MAF wires compared to the old style of vane meter are: very quickly responds to changes in low air flow flow less than the overall package less
sensitive to location mounting and orientation of non-moving parts to improve their durability less expensive individual temperatures and pressure sensors are not required to determine air mass, although the air temperature sensor is still sometimes included in the MAF assembly. There are some drawbacks: dirt and oil
can contaminate the hot wire deteriorating its installation accuracy requires laminar flow through a hot wire sensor contains a thin platinum wire that can break down if handled incorrectly by Coldwire sensor MAF Holden Commodore Commodore In a series of GM LS engines (as well as others) use the coldwire MAF
system (produced by AC Delco) which works similarly to the hot wire MAF system; However, it uses an additional a resistor to measure ambient air and provide a reference to the hot resistor element used to measure airflow. The grid on MAF is used to smooth airflow to ensure sensors have the best chance of sustained
reading. It is not used to measure airflow per se. In situations where Owners use oil gauze air filters, possibly that excess oil to cover the MAF sensor and distort its readings. Moreover, General Motors has issued a technical service bulletin that points to problems with rough downtime as a result of possible transmission
damage caused by infected sensors. To clean the delicate components of the MAF sensor, a special MAF sensor or electronics purifier should be used, rather than a carb or brake purifier that may be too chemically aggressive. Instead, the liquid phase of MAF sensor cleaners and electronics cleaners is usually based on
hexans or heptans with little to no alcohol content and uses either carbon dioxide or FFC-152a as aerosol fuel. Sensors should be gently sprayed from a careful distance to avoid physically damaging them and then allowed to dry thoroughly before reinstalling. Manufacturers claim that a simple but extremely reliable test
to ensure proper functionality is to press the device with the back of the screwdriver while the car is running, and if this causes any change in the output frequency, then the device should be discarded and an OEM replacement installed. The Vortex Sensor of The Stormon A von Dermon swirls the Street Of Hermon
vortex sensor works, disrupting the air flow with perpendicular bow. Provided that the incoming stream is laminar, the memorial consists of an oscillator pattern of The Vortorks of The Jormon. The frequency of the resulting model is proportional to the speed of the air. These vortexes can be read directly as a pressure
pulse against the sensor, or they can be made to collide with a mirror, which can then interrupt or transmit a reflected beam of light to generate pulses in response to vortexes. The first type can only be used to pull through the air (before the turbo or supercharger), while the second type can theoretically be used to push
or pull through the air (before or after forced application induction, as previously mentioned super- or turbocharger). Instead of deduenting a constant voltage altered by the resistance factor, this type of MAF displays a frequency that must then be interpreted by ECU. This type of MAF can be found on all DSMs
(Mitsubishi Eclipse, Eagle Talon, Plymouth Laser), many Mitsubishis, some Toyotas and Lexus, and some BMWs, among others. The new technology membrane sensor uses a very thin electronic membrane placed in the airflow. The membrane has a thin film temperature sensor printed on the side upstream, and one on
the side downstream. In the center of the membrane is an integrated heater that maintains a constant temperature, similar to the approach to hot wire. Without any airflow, temperature profile across the membrane Uniform. When the air flows through the membrane, the side upstream cools differently than downstream.
The difference between the temperature upstream and downstream indicates a massive airflow. Stream. The thermal membrane sensor is also able to measure the flow in both directions, which sometimes occur in pulsating situations. Technological advances allow this type of sensors to be produced on a microscopic
scale as microsensors using microelectromechanical system technology. This microsensor achieves a much higher speed and sensitivity than macroscopic approaches. See also the meMS generation of sensors. Elements of the laminar flow of laminar flow elements measure the volume flow of gases directly. They work
on the principle that, given the laminar flow, the difference in pressure on the pipe is linear to the flow speed. Laminar flow conditions are present in the gas when Reynolds' gas is below the critical figure. Fluid viscosity should be compensated as a result. Laminar flow elements are usually built from a large number of
parallel pipes to reach the required flow rating. See also the List of Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensors (MAP) Links - Gilles, Tim (2011). Auto service: inspection, maintenance, repairs (4th place). Cengage learning. ISBN 978-1-1111-2861-6. AirFlow Sensors (PDF). Archive from the original (PDF) dated January 14,
2010. Received on September 15, 2009. External Links Hot Film Sensor with Theory of Work Video example of cleaning sensor MAF Example of how to clean the MAF sensor, 3 wires How to check MAF extracted from the mass air flow sensor ppt download
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